This paper presents a language of update programs that integrates logical queries, bulk updates and hypothetical reasoning in a seamless manner. There is no syntactic or semantic distinction between queries and updates. Update programs extend logic programs with negation in both syntax and semantics. Users can specify bulk updates in which an arbitrary update is applied simultaneously for all answers of an arbitrary query. Hypothetical reasoning is naturally supported by testing the success or failure of an update. We describe an alternating xpoint semantics of update programs and show that it can express all nondeterministic database transformations. Current techniques of logical query evaluation can be generalized for e ective execution of updates.
Introduction
Updates play an important role in modeling dynamic behaviors in database systems 1, 24] . Various languages have been proposed for specifying database updates. Examples include procedural languages 4], Datalog extensions with in ationary semantics 3], Datalog extensions with top-down computation 7, 25] , and extensions of rst-order logic 9, 12, 30] . Both queries and updates can be viewed as database transformations in the sense that queries de ne relations that represent answers and updates de ne relations that represent a new database state. The power of database languages for expressing such transformations is well understood 4, 3] .
Although Datalog extensions have been proposed for updates 3, 7, 25], they are not integrated with the declarative semantics of logic programs with negation. The latter extend relational queries and provide a powerful recursive query language. There has been signi cant progress in understanding the declarative semantics of logic programs and processing queries under the corresponding semantics 29]. In particular, the alternating xpoint semantics 31] gives a constructive de nition of the well-founded semantics and generalizes to logic programs with rst-order formulas in rule bodies. Techniques of e ective query evaluation have been developed and implemented for general logic programs 14] .
There is, however, a lack of integration of queries and updates. Query languages such as relational calculus or logic programs do not provide bulk updates that are necessary for database transactions, and A language that comes closest to an integration of queries and updates, at least in syntax, is Prolog 16] . Speci cally predicates can be de ned by rules that may or may not contain update primitives such as assert and retract. The results of query evaluation include both variable bindings and a possibly new state. Moreover, operations such as negation are applicable to any predicate regardless whether it is a query or an update. The semantics of Prolog, however, is procedural and does not o er a declarative understanding of updates and does not support hypothetical reasoning 33] . Even if a query fails, the side e ect of assert and retract during the evaluation of the query stays. The proposal in 33] and later in 25] is based upon dynamic logic 19] , which distinguishes between queries and updates and emphasizes reasoning about properties of updates instead of execution of updates.
In order to have a uniform treatment of queries and updates as in Prolog, the semantics of updates needs to support operations common in queries and updates, such as conjunction, sequential composition, negation, and bulk updates like those in SQL. The traditional semantics of updates based upon dynamic logic 19] views updates as binary relations over database states. It supports disjunction and sequential composition well, but falls short for conjunction and bulk updates as one has to cope with either the frame problem of minimizing changes 7, 12] or the thorny issue of combining multiple database states into a single one. Consequently most languages do not allow conjunction of updates and often have separate rules for queries and for updates 25] .
We approach updates from an operational perspective. The evaluation of an update with respect to a current database produces a delta, i.e., a set of insertions and deletions, from which a new database state can be derived. Queries become a special case of updates whose resulting deltas are always empty. Operations over deltas lead to powerful constructions of complex updates. For example, the set union of deltas is a natural operation and captures parallel updates that are needed for conjunction and bulk updates. Recently, the Heraclitus project 18, 20] treats deltas as \ rst-class citizens" and allows to specify di erent execution models of production rules by embedding deltas into an imperative language. This paper presents a database language that has several distinctive features. First, it treats queries and updates uniformly, not only in syntax like in Prolog, but also in semantics. There is no distinction between predicates that serve as queries and those that represent updates. Conjunction, negation and sequential composition can be applied to any predicate. Second, we de ne an alternating xpoint semantics of update programs that extends the alternating xpoint semantics of logic programs with negation. Nonmonotonic negation, updates, and hypothetical reasoning are smoothly integrated with each other, giving users expressive mechanisms for modeling various applications in practice. Third, bulk updates are directly supported by universally quanti ed updates in rule bodies. While SQL only allows primitive updates such as insertion and deletion to a single relation based upon a query, a complex update, possibly spanning multiple relations, may be applied simultaneously for every answer of a query in our framework. Finally we envision a top-down computational framework for updates, which o ers linguistic support for de ning subroutines in programming with updates. An implementation is under way for update programs, which will extend a prototype system of logic programs 14] with updates and hypothetical reasoning.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates by examples declarative programming with updates, including conjunction, sequential composition, hypothetical reasoning, bulk updates, and nondeterminism. Second 3 presents the syntax of update programs and its alternating xpoint semantics. Section 4 relates update programs to logic programs with negation, hypothetical Datalog, dynamic logic programming and procedural update languages. We conclude with a discussion of the related work and operational aspects of update evaluation. 
Conjunction
Logic programs consist of rules whose bodies are (possibly empty) conjunctions of literals. If the evaluation of an update produces a delta that is a set of insertions and deletions, then conjunction can be used for combining updates by taking the set union of deltas. 
Hypothetical Reasoning
In hypothetical reasoning, situations di erent from the current one are evaluated according to certain criteria. These hypothetical situations are obtained from the current state through updates, but the updates are not committed and the current state is preserved when hypothetical reasoning nishes 8, 17] .
To support hypothetical reasoning, we need the capabilities to test the success or failure of updates, without committing the e ects of the updates. Negation as failure in logic programs can be used naturally for checking the failure of an update if backtracking also undoes the insertions and deletions of the update. We introduce a complementary operator for verifying the success of an update, namely 3L, where L is an atomic formula. 3L behaves like L except that insertions and deletions that are computed during the execution of L are ignored. where branch-city = \Perryridge") The set of accounts to be deleted is described by the select statement.
A common argument against a top-down framework in the style of Prolog is the lack of support for bulk updates. Prolog does provide certain bulk updates through retractall and ndall, although its semantics of updates is purely operational. As shown in dynamic logic programming 25], a bulk update such as raising the salary of all employees can be simulated through recursion and sequential composition as follows (in the notation of our framework):
exists emp :-es(Ename,Sal).
inc sal(Rate) :-: exists emp.
inc sal(Rate) :-proc one(Rate,Ename,NewSal), inc sal(Rate), +es(Ename,NewSal). proc one(Rate,Ename,NewSal) :-
The execution of inc sal repeatedly deletes a tuple from relation es and computes the corresponding new salary, until the relation es becomes empty. Then it inserts tuples with new salaries into es using the continuation +es(Ename,NewSal) after the recursive call of inc sal in the clause for inc sal.
We choose to support bulk updates by allowing explicit universal quanti cation in rule bodies. Raising the salary of every employee by a certain percentage can be speci ed directly as follows:
raiseall(Rate) :-It is more general than conditional updates in SQL since the update in a universal quanti cation can be an arbitrary update de ned by rules. All instances of a universal quanti cation are executed in parallel with respect to the current database, which may enable more e cient execution than the simulation through recursion and sequential composition.
In predicate calculus, an implication of the form ( ! ) is essentially an abbreviation of (: _ ).
In our framework, both and are updates in general, and we are interested in not only the success or failure of updates, but also the deltas that are constructed for deriving new database states. A conditional update of the form ( ! ) is considered an abbreviation of (: _ (3 ^ )), where 3 has two roles. First, all side e ects caused by the condition are ignored. Second, it ensures that is executed only when succeeds. Another possibility is (: _( ^ )), which will retain the side e ects of the condition . The results of the paper do not depend upon this choice, and we will consider ( ! ) a short notation for (: _ (3 ^ )).
Nondeterminism
Nondeterminism is not only useful in modeling choices in pragmatic situations, but also important to the expressive power of database languages 2].
Example 2.4 Nondeterminism is naturally supported using multiple rules. Consider the \graph ori- 
Syntax and Semantics of Update Programs
This section presents an extension of logic programs that supports nonmonotonic negation, bulk updates and hypothetical reasoning. We describe the syntax and an alternating xpoint semantics for logic programs with updates.
Syntax
We assume an update language whose alphabet contains a countably in nite set of individual variables, a countable set of function symbols, a countable set of base predicates, and a countable set of intensional predicates. Relations of base predicates are physically stored in a database and only they can be updated by insertions and deletions. As in Prolog and other languages, intensional predicates are de ned by facts and rules and represent queries and/or updates in general.
A term is either a variable or of the form f(t 1 ; :::; t n ), where f is an n-ary function symbol and t 1 ; :::; t n are terms. An atomic formula is of the form p(t 1 ; :::; t n ), where p is either a base predicate or an intensional predicate whose arity is n, and t 1 ; :::; t n are terms. An atomic formula of a base predicate is called a base atom, and that of an intensional predicate is called an intensional atom.
A literal has one of the following forms: 
where H is an intensional atom, L 1 ; :::; L n are literals, n 0, A is an atomic formula and L is a nonnegative literal. We also assume that in a bulk clause, all variables inX occur in A ! L and do not occur in H. Clearly every general logic program can be transformed into a special case of an update
An instance of a clause C is a clause that is obtained by substituting terms in the Herbrand universe for all variables in C that are not explicitly universally quanti ed in the body of C. An update program (or simply program) is a nite set of clauses. A program de nes intensional predicates that can be used for either querying or updating a database of relations of base predicates. The program itself cannot be updated.
Semantics of Updates
Before de ning the semantics of update programs, we need to specify the semantics of updates that occur in rule bodies and are constructed from base atoms and intensional atoms using various connectives and quanti ers.
Only Herbrand interpretations are considered following the tradition of the semantics of logic programs with negation. Let L be an update language that has at least one zero-ary function symbol and contains all function and predicate symbols occurring in a program and an initial database. Then: This covers all possible rule bodies since (A ! L) in the body of a bulk clause is an abbreviation of (:A _ (3A^L)).
In the cases of conjunction and universal quanti cation, is obtained by taking the set union of its component updates. By de nition, is in and must be consistent. )) is an interpretation. The basis case, = 0, is trivial.
For a successor ordinal + 1, A +1 P = e S P ( e S P (A P (;)) By inductive hypothesis, A P (;) S P (A P (;)) is an interpretation and so A P (;) e S P (A P (;))
By applying e S P twice on both sides, it follows from the antimonotonicity of e S P that A +1 P (;) e S P (A +1 P (;)) and so A +1 P S P (A +1 P ) is an interpretation.
Let be a limit ordinal. Then A P (;) = < A P (;). Suppose that A P (;) S P (A P (;)) is not an interpretation. Then B D 2 S P (A P (;)) and (:B) D 2 A P (;) for some variable-free intensional atom B, database D and delta . Let be the least ordinal such that (:B) D 2 A +1 P (;) and + 1 . Then B D 6 2 S P ( e S P (A P (;))). Let 1 be an arbitrary ordinal such that 1 < . By the monotonicity of A P , A 1 P (;) A P (;). By inductive hypothesis, A P (;) S P (A P (;)) is an interpretation and so A P (;) e S P (A P (;)). Therefore A 1 P (;) e S P (A P (;)). is an interpretation and so A 2 P (;) e S P (A 2 P (;)). By the monotonicity of A P , A P (;) A 2 P (;). By the antimonotonicity of e S P , e S P (A 2 P (;)) e S P (A P (;)). Therefore A 2 P (;) e S P (A P (;)). Therefore A P (;) e S P (A P (;)). By the monotonicity of S P , S P (A P (;)) S P ( e S P (A P (;))) Hence B D 2 S P ( e S P (A P (;))), a contradiction. Proof: The de nitions of S P and A P are the same as the corresponding de nitions for the alternating xpoint of logic programs, except that each intensional atom is parameterized by a database D in our case. If P is a logic program, the database is never changed by the execution of any intensional atom, and u-elements with di erent databases are independent of each other. Notice that negation is not allowed over dynamic predicates.
A DLP program is a pair (R; R d ), where R is a nite set of rules that is a strati ed logic program 5] and R d is a nite set of dynamic rules.
Given a DLP program P = (R; R d ), a state is determined by a set D of variable-free base atoms and corresponds to the unique perfect model of D R 28]. Since R is strati ed, D R is also strati ed and has a unique perfect model, which will be denoted by S D . While variable-free atoms of base and rule predicates are true/false in a state, each variable-free atom of a dynamic predicate is assigned a binary relation over states by M d , which satis es the following conditions: R is required to be strati ed and the semantics of negation is given by an iterated xpoint computation 8].
The translation of a hypothetical Datalog program into an update program is straightforward. Let X be all the variables that occur in a hypothetical literal . We introduce a new distinct predicate p and a corresponding sequential clause: A database schema R is a nite set of predicates, and an instance over a database schema R is a nite set of variable-free atoms of predicates in R. The set of all instances over a database schema R is denoted by inst(R). De nition 4.1 4] Let R and S be database schemas. A (nondeterministic) (database) transformation (from R to S) is a subset of inst(R) inst(S) which is r.e., and C-generic for some nite set C of constants.
For updates, it is usually assumed that R and S are the same. In our case, both are the nite set of base predicates. Assuming a nite Herbrand universe, update programs cannot express all nondeterministic database transformations, e.g., adding a new value to a unary relation. In order to simulate the \invention" of new values, we introduce two new base predicates, namely newval and adom. The purpose of newval is to provide a countably in nite supply of new values that have not been used, and that of adom is to capture the active domain of a database instance.
Programs in N-while : 1 are simulated by update programs as follows. Given a parameterized program s , we introduce a new distinct intensional predicate for every occurrence of a parameterized (sub)program or a condition, whose arity is the number of free variables of the subprogram or condition. To simulate equality, we introduce the following intensional predicate: eq(X; X): 
Discussion
The direct use of deltas in modeling the semantics of database updates was inspired by the work of Hull and Jacob 20, 21] . In Heraclitus project 20, 21], deltas are treated as rst-class objects. Deltas can be constructed from insertions and deletions using various operators, including merge (which corresponds to the union of deltas) and smash (which corresponds to the sequential composition of deltas). Bulk updates are speci ed using (universally) quanti ed merge. Hypothetical reasoning is supported by formulas that are evaluated against a virtual state represented by a delta. Deltas can also be queries, e.g., whether an insertion is in a delta. The constructs for deltas and relational queries are embedded into an imperative language in the fashion of Pascal/R for database programming. Several approaches have been explored based upon dynamic logic 25, 27, 30] . As shown in Section 4, every dynamic logic program in 25] can be translated into an update program. The work in 30] emphasizes reasoning about properties of updates in the style of dynamic logic, but its update part is shown to be able to simulate N-while : 1 without with new statements.
Updates can also be modeled as constraints for a new database state 7, 10, 13, 11]. In 7] , constraint logic programming is used to compute insertions and deletions as constraints for a new database. In 13, 11], relational calculus is extended with insertions and deletions as atomic formulas for a new database state. In 10], arbitrary formulas can be speci ed as constraints that should be true of a new database state. An abductive procedure is used to construct a model for a new database state. The work in 22, 34] allows updates of logical databases, where a logical database is a nite set of sentences and arbitrary sentences to be inserted are viewed as constraints that should be true in a new logical database.
The use of conjunction in update programs is similar to the treatment of updates as constraints. That is, insertions and deletions are viewed as constraints for a new database. They are accumulated and become part of an answer for a query. A common integrity constraint is that a delta cannot contain both +A and ?A for an atomic formula A of a base predicate. If so, the corresponding update fails.
There are two common issues in considering updates as constraints. First, it imposes a particular treatment of negation. Suppose that intensional predicate p is de ned as follows: p(a) :-+q & ?r.
According to constraint logic programming, the answers of :p(a) can be obtained by taking negation over the disjunction of all answers of p(a). This leads to two answers, namely ?q and +r, if insertion +A and deletion ?A are considered complements of each other. This is not the intended semantics if negation is used to test the success or failure of an update that is needed for hypothetical reasoning. The second issue of treating updates as constraints is the famous frame problem. That is, the new database state should be minimally di erent from the current one. The semantics of updates is usually de ned according to some principle of minimization. Perhaps a side e ect is that programming with updates such as de nition of complex updates out of component updates is often not supported.
Our work is close in spirit to transaction logic T R 9] in the sense that both support programming with transactions, hypothetical reasoning, and nonmonotonic negation. However, T R employs a much more powerful model theory and proof theory. First, its notion of a state corresponds to a nonempty set of rst-order semantic structures. This makes it possible to allow update primitives ranging from simple tuple insertions and deletions to general updates of logical databases as in 22, 34] . In fact, T R is parameterized by update primitives (called elementary transitions in 9]). Second, the semantics of updates is not modeled as binary relations over states, but as path structures. The latter capture every state change caused by an update primitive using sequences of states. This leads to interesting consequences. One is that conjunction of two updates means that both updates need to follow exactly the same sequence of states. This provides a powerful mechanism of specifying dynamic constraints, e.g., \the robot should go to room A, passing through a red room and a blue room along the way". The other is that one can no longer ignore the intermediate states even if one is concerned only with the resulting new state after an update. Thus two updates cannot be considered equivalent if they follow di erent paths from the same initial state to the same nal state.
In contrast to T R 9], which is parameterized by update primitives, our framework builds the meanings of insertions and deletions into the semantics of update programs. In return, both conjunction and sequential composition can be used for building complex updates, and users can specify arbitrary bulk updates using bulk clauses. More importantly the semantics of update programs provides a genuine extension of the semantics of logic programs with negation, and yet supports bulk updates and hypothetical reasoning in an integrated manner.
An investigation of the techniques for e ective evaluation of updates is under way. An extension of SLG resolution 15] has been implemented for query evaluation of general logic programs under the alternating xpoint semantics 14]. Similar techniques can be applied for update evaluation with respect to the alternating xpoint semantics of update programs. With updates, answers of queries of intensional predicates contain both variable bindings and deltas, and have to be parameterized by databases (of base predicates). An important issue is how to maximize the sharing of answers across di erent databases so that redundant computation can be avoided.
